Evaluating the impact of post-mortem damage in ancient DNA: a theoretical approach.
The growth of ancient DNA research has offered exceptional opportunities and raised great expectations, but has also presented some considerable challenges. One of the ongoing issues is the impact of post-mortem damage in DNA molecules. Nucleotide alterations and DNA strand breakages lead to a significant decrease in the quantity of DNA molecules of useful length in a sample and to errors in the final DNA sequences obtained. We present a model of age-dependent DNA damage and quantify the influence of that damage on subsequent steps in the sequencing process, including the polymerase chain reaction and cloning. Calculations using our model show that deposition conditions, rather than the age of a sample, have the greatest influence on the level of DNA damage. In turn, this affects the probability of interpreting an erroneous (possessing damage-derived mutations) sequence as being authentic. We also evaluated the effect of post-mortem damage on real data sets using a Bayesian phylogenetic approach. According to our study, damage-derived sequence alterations appear to have little impact on the final DNA sequences. This indicates the effectiveness of current methods for sequence authentication and validation.